
We got to Combe at 10ish, and there were already probably 30 cars 
there, Mark Watts and Hugh Miller had driven up from the South Coast, 
Hugh had declared a goal at Worthing beach (ice cream and paddling 
is always nice after a flight). Al Wilson and I had been trying to figure 
out a goal just beyond goal-record distance, I tried to put it at Mark's 
house for the wind-up (he has been promising me tea if I flew to his 
house for years), but in fact we declared Lewes, so Mark can still get 
the record by flying home.  
 

Mark was ready first, as usual, and straight off into vaguely soarable 
air (one of the Combe Buzzards was climbing away). Hugh and Charles 
Norwood joined him as I clipped in, and I launched just as they found 
the first climb out. Jim Mallinson launched at the same time, he went 
left, I went right and I got into the climb. We got to base at 2500 feet. 
Hugh went back upwind to the hill and the rest of us followed him, 
Charles went downwind on his own, and managed two flights that day 
- a 35 and a 70km.  
The next climb took us to base, and we set off to the east (you have to 
go crosswind to the east to get between the airspace surrounding 
Southampton airport, and the stuff round Heathrow and Gatwick.... 
the airspace is crowded here). The next climb was missing, Mark and I 
circled in zero while Hugh, who had been higher, went off searching. 
Tefal dropped out of that one but got back to the hill for another go, 
and then another which got him to Petersfield for around 60k later on. 
Hugh eventually found a ground source with a good 700fpm (strong 
for the UK) coming off it, and Mark and I took a long glide to connect 
with the bottom of it and climb up to him.  
Then we had an easy series of glides and climbs over whitchurch, then 
Popham microlight field, then on towards the gap between 
Southampton and Gatwick airspace round New Alresford. We struggled 
to find a decent climb there, under the start of a goodish looking street, 
and John Cardiff joined us gliding in from miles back, he had caught up 
after leaving in the second gaggle with a horde of others (Jon Collie pb 
60+ and Richard Bungay to Petersfield, Al Wilson there aswell, Kirsty 
Cameron close behind - basically combe pilots scattered across the 
south downs). John climbed up to our gaggle then set off well before 
cloudbase to cruise straight down the street for 20 or 30k. He was 
going like a train, very impressive - following the lifting lines, hardly 
ever needing to turn. He and Mark pulled away from me there, and 
Hugh got left behind a bit. I'd been leading through the bits I knew - 
showing Mark the way round the airspace, but once he got onto 
familiar ground he was away... we cruised along at between 3 and 
4000 feet, under a 4500 foot airspace ceiling in front of the scarp of 
the south downs to somewhere north of Worthing, and there it got a 



bit difficult. Sea air was pushing in, and cutting off the climbs, but 
providing broken convergence at the same time. I slowed down in this 
stuff and tried to get high - and very nearly got stuck on the wrong 
side of the sea breeze front, a bit of heavy bar use was required to get 
back into the landward side of it. Mark got to the dyke nice and high, 
about 10 minutes before me - while I was making sure of getting 
round Shoreham CTA. Hugh went to Worthing (just short of 
Shoreham), John Cardiff pulled bigears to descend to land at Devils 
Dyke for a pint. Mark was talking to his mates at the Dyke when I 
cruised past - we had arrived just as the seabreeze front came through 
and they were all climbing out - 30 minutes later it was blowing over 
the back (apparently).  
I was freezing and bursting but pushed on towards the goal, and went 
straight into the hideous smog from the last few days high pressure. 
Still, the sea air was pushing in towards Lewes, so there was no longer 
a headwind to fight, and there was some sort of convergence with a 
line of flatish Cumulus marking the way. A long marginal final glide got 
me close, and Mark came on the radio to ask whether we should fly on 
to his house - he was just behind me. We crossed into the goal 
together, so hopefully we should end up with a joint record. That 
would be fair - we'd done about equal amounts of leading out. Carlo 
(flybubble) Borsatino had seen us coming, and we landed in the field 
next to his house at 4pm. He called Annie, Mark's other half, so she 
got to see us flying in, picked us up and made us tea. Home made 
Chutney, very nice.  
 

Retrieve included the tube. Always a good sign. I've been trying for a 
flight from Combe to the Dyke for years. Nice to get there when its 
flyable...  
 
 


